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AFFECT is Agora’s Program for Collaborative Artistic Practices in Berlin.
Initiated in 2014 by Agora Collective e.V.
The Agora Collective - Berlin-based Center for Contemporary Practices - was
originally founded in 2011 by a multidisciplinary team as an independent project space in
Berlin. In 2017, the project has been totally relocated to the former Kindl-Brauerei Area in
Rollbergstrasse / Am Südhaus, being proudly part of the Vollgutlage, a 38.000 sq.
meters area acquired by the Swiss Foundation Edith Maryon. This location in the heart
of Neukölln, has been secured for initiatives devoted to social, ecological, cultural
and artistic projects. Agora´s current facilities consists of 1100 sq. meters basement
space, being developed to be an ongoing experimental center for artistic production and
presentation. This includes: exhibition and event programs, month-long workshop
projects, a contemporary dance platform, studios for artists, community driven activities
and artistic residency opportunities.
Under this unique new stage harboring different cross-disciplinary models of cultural and
educational production, Agora presents the fourth edition of AFFECT, relaunched as
a summer program open to international artists and culture practitioners willing to
engage within collaborative and community-based practices, experimenting with models
of working & living together in Berlin.
The AFFECT residency offers an opportunity to take part in Agora’s multi-layered and
inclusive program of artistic projects and events that deal with relevant questions of
nowadays. Curated collectively by its in-house team and guest contributors to work as a
catalyst in and outside its physical location in Berlin and internationally, Agora has since
it's early stages embraced interdisciplinarity, bringing together artists and professionals
from multiple fields, providing spaces for experimentation.
Agora means now, in Portuguese, language of its Brazilian founders and also
coincidentally, in Greek, Agora is the place for encounters and exchange, the marketplace .Applications for AFFECT 2018 edition are now open.
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society which would be
totally different? I think
that is totally impossible
and what artists are trying
to do now is to create
micro-utopias,
neighborhood utopias, like
talking to your neighbor,
just what’s happening
when you shake hands
with somebody. This is all
super political when you
think about it.
That’s micro-politics.”
— Bourriaud, 2002
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AFFECT relaunches this summer 2018 as a research type of residency addressing

methods of collaboration and sharing knowledge in/across/against/around art. Under
the overarching topic: “Micro-Utopias: Cartographies of proximity in Berlin”, residents
are invited to participate in one to all-four residency modules, which are offered as
intensive week workshops growing out of the practice of 4 Berlin-based artists and
collectives: Diego Agulló, Club Real, Zorka Wollny and Susanne Bosch.

Content wise the curriculum of modules of the residency renew the question about
the social function of art, planning a 60 days journey of collective reflection
constructed along 8 weeks of collaborative investigation process between June and
July, leading to the publication of a final editorial project, reflecting the different (micro)
densities of stories / biographies / subtopics nourishing the dynamic area of
collaborative, relational and participatory art practices in Berlin.
The 4 modules are conceived as case studies or entry points to support residents
contextualizing the program’s main question in Berlin, triggering autonomous
research strands at AFFECT based on the insights gained through the exchange of
practices during their stay.
No previous collaborative experience is required to participate in AFFECT, the
unique combination of participatory workshops, studio visits, guided walks, public
lectures, open reading groups and series of interventions planned under the 2018
edition, serve international applicants as a practical research base & capacity network
for the implementation of future projects in the city.
Our residency model spins around the axis of artistic and social research, as a
reaction to the excess of production, thinking of critical ways to produce/relate/
encounter/affect/map/preserve knowledge, welcoming a wide spectrum of participants
from artistic, theoretical, scientific, engineering or social working backgrounds.
Currently in its fourth edition, the AFFECT program hosted at Agora Collective,
unites a set of skills, tools, approaches and applied philosophies retrieved from the
years of experience in the ground of its Berlin-based crew of artists, curators,
independent researchers and academics, culture managers, artist-run spaces, local
institutions and other relevant social initiatives in the city, with a special focus on the
district of Neukölln, under the flag of self-organization, cross-cultural cooperation,
international professional mobility, organic regional growth, critical awareness,
constructive skepticism, artistic solidarity and, overall, freedom.
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to create a theoretical & practical toolkit on collaborative artistic practices that can
inspire others and serve as a model for implementation of projects in other contexts with
similar ethos.

to build a contact zone between two discursive fields (theory / practice), blurring the
divisions among various processes of artistic production and modes of exchange
towards shaping a new perspective for aesthetic generation in a non hierarchical,
collaborative and interdisciplinary manner.
to open the process of artistic & social research and make it accessible to local
audiences, expanding the process of knowledge generation being receptive to wider
audiences through local alliances.
to reformulate the concept of international residencies acting as a mediation tool to
communicate to wider audiences contemporary approaches in art which critically
address burning social issues affecting Berlin’s daily public life.
to enrich one’s individual artistic pathway through the intersection with other fields in
and outside of art, taking artistic research as a context in itself for experimentation,
learning and collaboration across disciplines.

RESIDENCY
MODULES
SUMMER
2018

WHO NEEDS ART ANYWAY?
Laboratory of social sensitivity

2 – 8th of July 2018
Facilitated by ZORKA WOLLNY

MODULE

3

INTERNATIONAL
RESIDENCY & RESEARCH
PROGRAM IN BERLIN
THE RESEARCH PROPOSAL:

„ Art as contextual art is opposed to multi-meaning and also to relativism. One and only
one expression is true in the given pragmatic context. Such expression is expressed
with assertion.”
August 1976, Jan Świdziński – from 12 Points of Contextual Art.

DURATION: Testing ideas through the district of Neukölln, in this 7 days intensive
workshop Wollny sets on a mission to prove there is no escape from the context, and
become aware of the site-specificity of every work, offering her years of experience in
performance art, site specific art and socially involved projects designing compositional
frames as a base to support residents bringing together people from very varied
backgrounds, paying attention to the role of architecture and the ways in which people
make use of the urban space to voice their claims, underlining every day iconographies
of “the public”.
The main focus is the issue of collaboration, learning to take a closer look on the context
in which one plans to present a work. WHERE TO PERFORM? and HOW TO
COLLABORATE? -, involving a series of practical exercises and first drafts of
performances as an action research on Neukölnischer groups and communities,
surveying the question on the utility of art through the district while establishing bounds
towards the realization of a collaborative project. And if we'll face the opinion that art is
not a first, nor a second need in the district, maybe we'll at least end up with a good
discussion about why? Or under what conditions could smaller communities benefit from
art, and artist benefit from contact with specific groups?
And, "who needs art, anyway"?
During the workshops residents will work on ideas they would like to develop and plan
the realisation of an ideal project step by step – from the first idea, through finding the
right partner, make a good working schedule, preventing obstacles, targeting the right
audience, etc.
MATERIALS will consist of a practice of self examination crossed by 3 major issues:
1. How to think things through: Where shall you work? Why? And with whom? Who is
your target group? Who is you main partner? Who is your audience? 2. The organisation
of work: How to make it happen? How long can it take? How to get people involved, how
to organise the group of co-workers? How to do it with the full respect to the people and
contexts within which one wants to work? Who gets the credit? 3. The importance of
trials and errors: Possible sources of troubles. From first drafts to the final piece and all
the process in between. What is a good contextual work? Shall we ever try again?
GROUP: The workshops are addressed to performers, dancers, sound artists,
musicians, choreographers and young artists who like to work in social or political
context or with the specific target groups – and all those people who are open for
collaborative and contextual projects. We will NOT WORK on pieces planed to be
presented in white box of art gallery or black box of stage.
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ZORKA WOLLNY

Zorka Wollny (Krakow, 1980), creates acoustic compositions for institutions, factories
and empty buildings. Her works inhabit a space between art, theatre and contemporary
music, and are always closely connected to the historic and functional context of
specific architectural sites.
Wollny’s collaborative production style often involves public rehearsals and workshops
in which she creates structures of cooperation with individuals as well as groups and
communities, such as composers, students, actors and activists. In one of her most
recent works, “Unmögliche Oper” (2017), she involved several choirs and citizens of the
German town Oldenburg in an exploration of the voice as a tool of expression and public
debate. “Order” (2015) was composed for the Teutonic Castle in Swiecie, Poland, a 15person volunteer choir, three percussionists and electronics. In "Ophelias. Iconography
of Madness" (2012), presented at the Museum of Art in Łódź, Wollny staged a
performance of eleven actresses, representing the figure of Ophelia as depicted in
several historical theater productions of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. In "Oratorio for Orchestra
and Warsaw Citizens Choir" (2011), developed for the Warsaw Autumn international
festival of contemporary music, Wollny devised a concentrated, polyphonic
manifestation in the city centre of Warsaw, that was produced in collaboration with
NGO’s and the Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra and is based on the political manifestos
and agendas of the participating activists.

LINKS:
http://www.zorkawollny.net/
http://swidzinski.art.pl/12points.html
* See reference for workshop here: https://vimeo.com/235728317

APPLY TO MODULE 3

TOOLS FOR CONVIVIALITY
Hospitality & the art of hosting

16 – 26th of July 2018
Facilitated by SUSANNE BOSCH

MODULE
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INTERNATIONAL
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PROGRAM IN BERLIN
THE RESEARCH PROPOSAL

“Be careful with each other, so we can be dangerous together.”
John jordan

This module addresses the topic of conviviality, responsibilities of the gesture, narration
and performativity of attitude, looking at formats, ideas, values around a “horizontal
approach”: Do you work with people or want to include people in your artistic work? You
dream of really collaborating or of a participatory process within an art work? What does
it mean to be the host of such a process? What does it include? What makes a
heterogeneous group of people ease into a situation to collaborate? How and when is
power, different roles and responsibilities being addressed? What role do you play as
host when heterogeneous opinions meet in the artistic space provided by you? How
about your own position, or as moderator, as present as possible or as invisible as
possible?
DURATION: During a week of 3-hours-long-encounters, with studio visits, Bosch
invites residents to join a deconstructive journey through the meaning and traps of trust,
laying at the heart of every exchange in art practice. Aid by thoughts from John Jordan
(radical friendship), Derrida and Gesa Ziemer (cooperation as integration of the other,
the Uncanny), Grant Kester (the Dialogue Principle), and commenting on soft
totalitarianism of equalness, conflicts, alternative communication forms, and the
Convivialist Manifesto (a declaration of interdependence), the workshop highlights a
massive longing for new models of togetherness and interdependence, and therefore,
such art practices are being looked at for their potentials.
In every session we will test and reflect on another tool that participants can apply if
suitable in their practice. The range of content and formats will widen the perspective on
the possibilities and limitations of hosting a participatory or collaborative situation. The
format will help to understand the role of the artist in these settings and define more the
responsabilities that come with it.
DAY 1: Aesthetic interests of collaboration and communication. Experimenting with 3
approaches of exchange of practice
DAY 2: Leadership. Art of Hosting techniques, social presenting techniques of Theory U
DAY 3: Negotiation, with invited artist María Linares.
DAY 4: Dilemma: collaboration as a nightmare, power, engagement and withdrawal.
DAY 5: Practice! The participants work alone or in small teams to find an idea for an
intervention that deal with hosting a situation. The ideas/interventions can be developed
to a simple presentation with videos/animations, drawings, texts or as a performance.
Susanne will be there for individual mentoring during two extra sessions (DAY 6).
DAY 7: Storytelling.
MATERIALS: examples for performative methods, faciliation techniques, films, texts.
GROUP: 10 - 15. Artists from across art form interested in the field of collaborative and
social practice, community-, youth- and activist’s educators, anyone who is interested in
exploring the connection between art, creativity, learning and change.
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SUSANNE BOSCH

Susanne Bosch is an artist and independent researcher. She received a PhD “Learning
for Civil Society Through Participatory Public Art” from the University of Ulster in Belfast
in 2012. From 2007-2012, she developed and led the Art in Public MA at the University
of Ulster in Belfast, together with artist Dan Shipsides. As an “interface activist”, Susanne
practices internationally in public art projects asking questions about long-term issues,
and building creative arguments around the ideas of democracy and sustainable
futures. Her art often involves the issues of money, migration and societal visions and
participation models. Susanne develops site- and situationspecific interventions,
installations, videos, drawings, and audio as well as dialogical formats. In her artistic
research, and as facilitator, she uses formats such as writing, seminars and workshops.
Susanne has been working internationally in Austria, Italy, Ireland, the UK, Greece,
Palestine, Spain, USA, Mexico, Malaysia as well as in Turkey and is currently the
independent artistic research fellow in the Collaborative Arts Partnership Programme
(CAPP), a European partner network of six countries (2014-2018). She is trained in open
Space and Art of Hosting faciliation (2008,2014), as well as conflict transformation
(2004) and systemic constellationwork (2014). Susanne is currently the artistic
researcher in the Collaborative Arts Partnership Programme (CAPP), 2014-2018.

LINKS:
http://www.susannebosch.de
* See reference for workshop here:
ENGLISH: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjcyqDT38n4
GERMAN: https://vimeo.com/242611982
* Bibliography:

APPLY TO MODULE 4

PROMISCUOUS ANOMALIES
A practical philosophy to
encounter and mix with alterity
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1 – 7th of August 2018
Facilitated by DIEGO AGULLÓ

MODULE
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THE RESEARCH PROPOSAL of this module attempts to investigate the potentiality of
artistic practices to provide conditions, strategies and methodologies that stimulate
promiscuity between what is usually separated and to inject the anomaly into the heart
of the social order.
We will confront ourselves with fundamental questions such as : what is the role that
danger plays in your artistic practice? How much do you risk in the process of art
making and researching? How much chaos can your practice deal with? How ready
are you to deterritorialize your identities?
We will immerse in an intensive collective process with the purpose of encountering
and mixing with alterity and, through that, to stimulate the emergence of something
new. We will practice promiscuity, understood not in its meaning of sexual alternation
but as what the etymology of the word suggests: the mixed or disordered confusion of
different things tending to mutual exchange.
The public is understood as that resulting from the transformative process that implies
the encounter between the heterogeneous. The concept of promiscuity comes to
remind us that, especially in the field of politics, there should be a continuous
predisposition to be involved in a process of transformative mixing, that is, a need to
confuse different things with the purpose of something else or something new arises
from that heterogeneous mixture. Subjectivity has to be understood fundamentally as
open reflexivity to alterity and predisposition to disorder.

DURATION: 7 DAYS OF 5 HOURS. I will facilitate a frame for a temporary collective
body to engage in the process of promiscuity of practices. We will entangle our
practices and confront a practical problems using the methodology of cyclic interval
oscillation, a practice that seeks to keep open the relation to alterity. A set of tools will be
provided under the form of exercises. Workshops are non efficacy oriented, hence, the
goal is not to solve the problems but rather to explore the multiple parameters that a set
of problems consist of. The workshop is a process of value finding and artistic practices
are considered practical philosophy.

MATERIALS: Diagrams help clarifying how concepts function and how they are
articulated. Diagrams represent visually how concepts unfold within a broader
constellation of interconnected concepts. The diagrams display a playground where
problems and fundamental question will emerge during the workshop. They function as
a starting point before the dialectical discussions and after this they are meant to be
readjusted or re-conceptualized. This diagrams are graphic tools that can be used,
appropriated and reshaped by anybody.

GROUPS are open to 10 - 15 participants.
Participants from all backgrounds are welcome to apply
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DIEGO AGULLÓ

DIEGO AGULLÓ

Diego Agulló was born in Madrid in 1980. He graduated in Philosophy in 2003 without

any aspiration or interest to continue an academic career. In 2005, and without any plan,
he moved to Berlin. From then on, he works internationally in the context of performing
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LINKS:
LINKS:
www.diegoagullo.com
https://diegoagulloworkshop.wordpress.com/
www.circadian.co
www.diegoagullo.com
https://pinpointtv.wordpress.com
https://diegoagulloworkshop.wordpress.com/
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APPLY TO MODULE 1

DISTURBANCE & DEVELOPMENT
Participatory Art interventions
in Berlin 2000-2020
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20 – 30th of August 2018
Facilitated by CLUB REAL
Georg Reinhardt & Marianne Ramsay-Sonneck
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PROGRAM IN BERLIN
THE RESEARCH PROPOSAL:
What possibilities did berlin in the early 2000s offer to participatory art in public space,
what happened to the spaces where such interventions took place and where can we
find inspiring cracks and voids in the body of the city today?
The unique situation in Berlin after the fall of the wall was inspiring for art and
community projects in public space. With the collapse of GDR Institutions and

economy, hundreds of buildings and open spaces became “useless” and potential
places for something new.

DURATION: 7 DAYS OF 5 HOURS:
On day 1 the workshop starts with a walk through the city and a look back to three
projects of interim use in this time where Club Real was involved: VOLKSPALAST in the
former, now gone “Palace of the Republic”, where today the reconstruction of the
imperial castle is almost completed, Mikroweltenschau, on the site of a former house that
was not rebuilt after the war, and the artificial excavation Gudrun 1876-2010 on the vast
open space of the former Airport Tempelhof. What happened to the spaces where these
interventions took place? Did the projects leave any traces in the city or influence the
following transformations?
As a comparison to these temporary art interventions that have disappeared and partly
to their sites, we visit and discuss the ambivalence of art projects that start as a squat
and later become permanent: Holzmarkt and RAW Gelände.
On day 2 we discuss where the inspiring cracks and voids in the body of Berlin can be
found today. What changes have to be made in concepts and strategies of art
interventions in a city that is becoming more and more dense and utilized?
After the excursion and discussion we start with Ideenwerkstatt (days 3-5): The
participants work alone or in small teams to find an idea for interventionist tools/
practices that deal with the changes in the development of the city.
We use the concept of “disturbances of everyday life” to inspire the participants to find
promising ideas. The ideas can be developed in a simple presentation with videos/
animations, drawings, texts or as a performance.
Finally, on days 6-7 the process and results of the workshop are presented and
discussed in the group. The presentation will happen in a public space and work in the
logic of an intervention in the city.

MATERIALS: Films, texts, structural drawings and info-graphics, examples for
performative tools and media campaigns.
GROUPS are open to 10 - 15 participants. Participants: Students of art, cultural and
social sciences and management as well as artists and others that work or want to work
with interventions in public urban space are specifically welcomed to apply. People who
have a general interest in the relations of art, city development and political questions.
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CLUB REAL
The interdisciplinary artists collective Club Real (Founded in 2000) devises and
realizes participatory, site specific art projects. The main formats include: immersive
installations, one to one encounters, political role-plays and participative urban
development projects. The meaningful involvement of the art recipients resulting in
unique not predeterminable artistic outcome is at the center of Club Real’s participatory
concept.
In 2005 Club Real (together with Raumlabor Berlin, Sophiensaele and HAU) created the
performative installation „Der Berg“ in the former Palast der Republik opposite the
Berliner Dom in order to open up and redefine the the derelict East German people’s
palace as „Volkspalast“. The performance collective continued their work in derelict ex
communist sites and participated in „Hotel Neustadt“ a performance Parcours in a
derelicts students’s residence, initiated 2 temporary projects on vacant lots in Berlin and
used an unused ruin of a communist shop as to create the dreamers socialist factory. In
Vienna Club Real built the interactive growing museum of Islamic -Austrian relations (an
immersive installation) and in Plovdiv, Bulgaria, the collective turned the investment ruin
of a shopping center into the site of a horror novel (both projects in 2010).
From 2015 to 2017 Club Real applied their methods to the situation of a state theatre: the
Kleist Forum. The collective took participation one step further and created together with
the citizens of Frankfurt (Oder) and Słubice „Folkstheater/Teatr Ludowy“. The project will
result in a publication at the publishing house „Theater der Zeit“ about collective forms of
art creation. Publishing date is 1st November 2018.
Permanent members are Marianne Ramsay-Sonneck, Georg Reinhardt, Mathias Lenz
and Thomas Hauck and we currently have five associated members (Silke Lange, Tuire
Tuomisto, Sebastian Mauksch, Paz Ponce and Christoph Theußl). We are happy about
our continuous cooperation with the Finnish group Todellisuuden Tutkimuskeskus and
the Cuban Arte contextual centre LASA in Havana.

LINKS:
Projects 2010-2018 clubrealblog.com | Projects 2000-2010 www.clubreal.de
Films vimeo.com/clubrealberlin
*See reference for AFFECT Workshop here: https://vimeo.com/252058153

APPLY TO MODULE 2

PROGRAM
OUTCOME & SUPPORT
THE RESIDENCY OUTCOME consist of an e-publication project, with growing
contributions by residents issued by topics, shaping a self-styled cartography of
subjectivities, encounters and methods within Berlin’s micro-utopias of art+life. The
publication will include i.e: essays, interviews, performative scores, conversations,
manifestos, artistic exercises, video documentations, etc. The publication will be
launched in January 2019.
RESIDENTS WILL BE ASSISTED BY AFFECT TEAM during their stay, via:
WEEKLY EDITORIAL MEETINGS_ Led by Paz Ponce, AFFECT Project Coordinator /
Curator of Education at Agora, the sessions are arranged to support collective and
individual research strands along the 8 residency weeks, monitoring and offering
curatorial guidance to participants about their contributions to the final publication.
DOCUMENTATION_ A photographer/videographer with a background in visual
anthropology will be engaged in the daily activities of the residency, supporting with
tech resources related to research needs.
AFFECT PUBLIC LAB_ A new feature of the 2018 edition. An ongoing mediation lab
assisting residents in the involvement of specific communities in Neukölln related to their
research along their stay. AFFECT PUBLIC LAB transverses all modules with the aim of
extending the discoursive program to local audiences. Directed by Paz Ponce in
cooperation with Kulturnetzwerk Neukölln (content and communication partners).
ADMINISTRATION OF ACTIVITIES & EVENTS BUDGET: every module allocates a
budget to cover production costs associated with the organization of public activities,
as well as group visits and studio talks with other artists as part of the program of each
module. This budget is negotiated between Coordination, Facilitators and Residents.
RESIDENCY VENUE: AGORA offers seminar rooms for all indoor residency meetings
(50% indoor / 50 % outdoor activities), and for the hosting of 4 public activities.
FINANCIAL SUPPORT: AGORA offers the possibility to one resident per module to
organize and give a SKILL WORKSHOP to local audiences, in exchange for the
participation fee. Agora is a self-organized art space, artistic solidarity and circular
economy are among its ways to support artist mobility. These workshops are offered by
AFFECT ACADEMY, which runs parallel to AFFECT RESIDENCY all summer. Hosted at
Agora, the ACADEMY is open by registration to local audience. It follows a different
registration process, for inquiries contact EDUCATION@AGORACOLLECTIVE.ORG
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APPLICATION
GUIDELINES

You can apply to one-or-more of the AFFECT week residential modules by filling in
the application form in http://projects.agoracollective.org/affect/apply/
or by sending the information required in the application fields per email to:
affect@agoracollective.org
The modules are open to applicants active in the intersecting fields of visual and live
arts, social and community work, critical studies and education. Each module
description specifies the target group benefited. Please check module descriptions for
more information.
The application form is based in one single field:
Apply with one project example of previous collaborative experience, highlighting
the type of collaboration:
A. Works conceptualized individually, activated collectively.
B. Works developed through networks of collaboration (distributed creativity), such as
curators, collaborators or artist-peers.
C. A work is conceptualized but also realized collectively by the same people.
If no prior collaborative experience is given, please describe your interest in the
subject of Micro-Utopias: Cartographies of Proximity in Berlin.
Applications are reviewed on a rolling basis. Selection criteria is purely based on the
variety of backgrounds and experiences of applicants in order to create a
multidisciplinary group where micro-collaborations could take place.
NEW DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS TO EACH OF THE RESIDENCY MODULES:
30th June 2018 | Module Fee 450,00 €
*After this deadline please get in touch via email with us affect@agoracollective.org
Selected participants will be notified within 10 days upon application. Accepted
participants are requested to pay the full module fee within 15 days upon confirmation
of their spot in the residency module.

APPLICATIONS
ARE
NOW
OPEN

CONTACT
AFFECT is Agora’s Program for Collaborative Artistic practices in Berlin.
Initiated in 2014 by Agora Collective e.V.

Applications & news:
www.agoracollective.org/affect

Contact for program information:
affect@agoracollective.org

Cyber support:

Program Director: Caique Tizzi
caique@agoracollective.org

Program Coordinator & Curator of Education: Paz Ponce
education@agoracollective.org

